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SUMMARY:
... As the victims of Katrina were labeled "refugees," New Orleans was likened to a Third World country, and African
Americans responded in outrage to what they perceived as decidedly pejorative terminology. ... It seemed African
American solidarity with the people of the Third World had fractured, or at least been transformed in some way, even as
some Third World nations offered assistance to Katrina's victims. ... Yet, much of what transpired before and in the
aftermath of the storm was a direct result of human acts and omissions, and had much to do with race, color, and impoverishment; indeed it has been characterized as a blatant violation of human rights. ... There were inadequate preparations to evacuate the poorest residents of New Orleans, even though local, state and federal officials knew that New
Orleans could flood in the aftermath of a major hurricane and many of its most impoverished residents would be unable
to escape on their own. ... Certainly part of the very negative reaction was the assumption that a nation as wealthy and
resourceful as the United States would be ready, willing and able to respond effectively to the needs of its citizens in the
face of a natural disaster of whatever size, even one on the scale of the flooding of New Orleans. ... As Professor Keith
Aoiki has opined, the Third World has come to be defined "in terms of a certain set of images that include poverty,
squalor, corruption, violence, calamities and disasters, irrational local fundamentalisms, bad smell, garbage, filth, technological backwardness or simply lack of modernity."
TEXT:
[*1] Introduction

Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans on August 29, 2005, and both the storm and its aftermath were unimaginable. n1 This essay will consider the natural and unnatural disaster that was hurricane Katrina, as well as the disastrous
human response that followed. The fundamental objective, however is to explore the discourse that emerged in the aftermath of this tragedy. As the victims of Katrina were labeled "refugees," New Orleans was likened to a Third World
country, and African Americans responded in [*2] outrage to what they perceived as decidedly pejorative terminology.
n2 Having written extensively about the Third World from multiple perspectives, n3 this author found the ensuing
negative discourse particularly painful and troublesome, especially when it came from African-Americans. Hence this
essay seeks to unpack such terms as Third World and refugee, and to begin to untangle the long and complex history of
the African American engagement with the largely colored Third World, including the sometimes thorny and contradictory relationship between our African and American identities.
Let us begin with the catalyst. When the now infamous Hurricane Katrina made landfall near the Louisiana - Mississippi border; it had sustained winds of 120 mph, n4 and unquestionably caused great damage to [*3] the areas it
struck. Nonetheless, the true disaster arose when the levees that were to protect New Orleans from storms and hurricanes gave way and the waters rushed in. New Orleans was engulfed by the waters of Lake Pontchartrain, and with incredible swiftness, a unique, historic, and, at least by North American standards, old city n5 was literally submerged.
n6 Footage of the inundated city was startling, indeed astonishing, for great cities are rarely so completely destroyed in
one swift stroke. n7 Yet, the images that were to follow proved to be just as shocking, leading to another tragedy [*4]
with far reaching consequences. n8 To our collective shock, we witnessed thousands of our fellow citizens stranded in a
completely flooded city and in dire situations. They were marooned on rooftops and trapped in a filthy, uninhabitable
convention center and sports arena. Decomposing bodies scattered the streets, and the flood waters were awash with
disease, pollution and oil from nearby refineries. n9 Thousands of people, who were overwhelmingly African American
and observably impoverished, desperately needed elementary necessities, such as- food, shelter, water and rudimentary
sanitation,- and most of those in need were. n10 Just as remarkably, the Federal government appeared to be overwhelmed, powerless, inept and utterly incompetent.
As these images persisted, most of the public recoiled and outrage rapidly set in. The amateurish incompetence
demonstrated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) seemed indefensible and unacceptable. n11 It
was the manifestation of an ineptitude and ineffectiveness [*5] that most thought did not exist in the powerful, exceptional United States of America, a nation that views itself as setting and defining international standards. Nonetheless,
we seemed to be witnessing a full-blown disintegration of that competence in dreadfully stark terms. n12 Evidently,
Americans expected the federal government to be present and proficient during natural disasters, and attempts to lay the
blame on local and state [*6] authorities generally fell on deaf ears. n13 We were shocked and perhaps, somewhat
ashamed.
Then again, this scenario seemed vaguely familiar. It is not an entirely unusual sight to see throngs of impoverished, distressed and anguished people of color, especially Black people, pleading for aid. Indeed, such scenes often
grace American and international television screens. The dissonance resonated from these people being American citizens. While Americans are accustomed to seeing such images emanating from abroad, it was simply intolerable, indeed
outrageous, for American nationals, even the poorest and most overlooked of American citizens, to be treated as this
community was being treated. Commentators and reporters quickly discerned these parallels and almost immediately
began referring to Katrina's victims as "refugees, n14 and New Orleans as something out of a Third World country.
n15
In the Black community, these comments were regarded as derogatory in every sense of the word, and a furor rapidly ensued, with the [*7] loudest objections coming from so-called leaders within this community. n16 Surely their
responses were partly an expression of anger and indignation at the inhumane treatment of American citizens on American soil by their own government. Their responses, however, also seemed to be an explicit recognition of how negatively we view the Third World and its peoples. While it is not surprising that the U.S. media and American analysts
would share this disparaging stance, it seemed that few, including progressives of color, appreciated or considered the
nature of this particularly negative discourse concerning those once regarded as brothers, sisters, and valuable links to
the past, present and future. n17 It seemed African American solidarity with the people of the Third World had fractured, or at least been transformed in some way, even as some Third World nations offered assistance to Katrina's victims. n18
As a child of the "black and proud" generation that endeavored to celebrate its African roots, and as a scholar who
writes about and celebrates the Third World, these remarks had a particular resonance, prompting this essay. It will consider Black America's disengagement with the now denigrated Third World, and why they might join in the belief that

"Third World" is a derogatory term, n19 as well as how "refugee" managed to acquire such a negative connotation, in
the United States. n20 "Third World," [*8] "refugee," "underdeveloped," "undeveloped" and currently, "developing,"
frequently substitute for "Black," "colored," "impoverished," "downtrodden" and, indisputably and incontestably, "inferior." n21 Such terms habitually signify gloomy, shadowy, and quite terrible places where even the darkest and most
cast-off Americans are not members. Hopefully, the discourse that emerged in the aftermath of Katrina n22 can assist
in exploring how race plays out in images of the Third World and of the so-called underdeveloped and impoverished.
Furthermore, it may help us ponder how African Americans are situated within this cauldron.
Part I discusses the catastrophe that arose from the collision of Hurricane Katrina, failed levees, race, poverty, and
extraordinarily poor disaster planning and response capabilities. Part II turns to the discourse that emerged in the immediate aftermath of Katrina, addressing reactions in general and then turning to those from the Black community. Part III
explores such terms as "refugee," "Third World," and "underdeveloped" within the broader legal, political, and social
setting from both an international and national perspective. More particularly, it situates African Americans within this
paradigm, both historically and in contemporary discourse. Indeed, African Americans have been part of, and separate
from, movements and dialogues with other people of color, reflecting their dual status as Americans and as colored
people. Part IV concludes by pondering how our awareness of these troubling views might assist in beginning to alter
our perceptions of ourselves and of the "other" and realize commonalities rather than differences with our Third World
compatriots who also are dispossessed. n23
[*9] Part I: Katrina and Its Aftermath
A. Natural and Unnatural Disaster n24
Katrina struck the United States three times, first striking Florida on August 23, 2005 as a Category 1 hurricane,
packing winds of more than 75 miles per hour, n25 before moving into the warm waters of the Gulf of [*10] Mexico.
n26 The storm continued to grow stronger as it headed back towards the United States, this time in the direction of Louisiana and Mississippi. Local and federal officials began taking emergency measures, such as declaring impending disaster areas, ordering FEMA and Homeland Security to begin preparations and dispatching National Guard troops. n27
The Mayor of New Orleans, Raymond Nagin, first ordered a voluntary evacuation. Residents of low-lying areas were
encouraged to leave, although, as the authorities knew, many lacked the resources to comply. n28 By August 28, the
day before Katrina struck, it had strengthened to a Category 5 storm with winds in excess of 150 miles per hour. Federal
officials were briefed on the possibility that the levees protecting New Orleans would fall, n29 which could [*11] lead
to catastrophic disaster. n30 The Mayor ordered a mandatory evacuation on August 28 n31 and announced that Regional Transit Authority buses would pick up people at twelve locations around New Orleans and take them to safe havens, such as the New Orleans Superdome. n32
Katrina finally made landfall on Monday, August 29 as a Category 3 hurricane, with maximum sustained winds of
121 miles per hour, measuring 400 miles wide, with a 30-mile wide eye. n33 At first, the city and the nation breathed a
sigh of relief, believing the levees had weathered the storm. n34 [*12] The levees were designed by the Army Corp of
Engineers to withstand a Category 3 hurricane; thus, once Katrina made landfall, many thought the worst was over. n35
Alas, the Ninth Ward, a predominantly Black area, soon began to flood as the levees were penetrated and floodwaters
soon reached between 6 and 8 feet. n36 Within days, 80% of the city was under water and, in some areas, the city was
beneath as much as 20 feet of water. n37
Katrina, was a hurricane whose strength and path could not be controlled by human forces - it was undoubtedly a
natural disaster. The flooding of New Orleans, however, was very much a manmade tragedy, and it caused a tremendous loss of life while destroying countless others. Indeed, in terms of lost lives and property, Katrina is the largest
natural disaster in U.S. history, surpassing even the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, and the ensuing firestorm. n38
Like San Francisco, which first suffered an earthquake that begat a devastating fire, New Orleans experienced two distinct disasters, wind and water damage caused by hurricane Katrina and then flooding sparked by several levee breaks.
n39 Unlike 1906 San Francisco, however, New Orleans' vulnerabilities were predicted and well known and it is here
that the man-made component of the disaster exacerbated an already problematic situation.
[*13] B. Prelude to Catastrophe
Professor Isabel Medina, who was one of the thousands who fled New Orleans in the wake of Katrina, has opined
that, "natural disasters do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, gender or wealth and in this regard, Katrina was
no different from any other natural disaster." n40 Yet, much of what transpired before and in the aftermath of the storm

was a direct result of human acts and omissions, and had much to do with race, color, and impoverishment; indeed it has
been characterized as a blatant violation of human rights. n41 It began with the abject poverty that characterized many
quarters of pre-Katrina New Orleans. Certainly, the total disregard of "basic human rights such as education; sufficient
sustenance; a healthy and secure environment; and access to health care, housing and decent employment" n42 are entirely human choices that foreshadowed the devastating impact of Katrina on the indigent residents of New Orleans.
Nearly a fifth of the population most affected by Katrina, lived in poverty before the storm, and many residing in the
hardest hit areas were African Americans. n43
The failures and cruel indifference to the needs and well-being of the impoverished, mostly Black, residents of New
Orleans before and in the wake of Katrina, was and continues to be so enormous and so overwhelming that it is difficult
to know where to begin. Indeed, a complete discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead the focus will be one
of the more direct injuries, the poorly maintained levee system. Low-lying [*14] areas of the city n44 were the most
dependent on the network of concrete walls and levees whose purpose was to contain the waters around New Orleans.
Yet, despite the perilous vulnerability confronting poor neighborhoods, the levees were inadequately maintained by
local authorities who had no functioning warning system in place in the event of a breach. n45 More disturbingly, since
the problems identified with the levee systems developed over decades, there were numerous opportunities to address
them and to regulate development along the coast to mitigate wind damage and surges from large storms. n46
Moreover, the perils a major storm posed to the residents of New Orleans were very well known because they had
been discussed and described in numerous government reports, media accounts and academic studies. n47 Indeed, federal, state and local emergency management authorities concluded a training exercise a year earlier on a similar disaster,
which verified a potentially catastrophic outcome in the event of a major hurricane. n48 Thus, the scale and type of
catastrophe that could result from a [*15] major hurricane was hardly a surprise. n49 Nonetheless, pre-storm planning
was extraordinarily poor, n50 and the evacuation, while successful in many respects, may have been ordered too late.
n51 There were inadequate preparations to evacuate the poorest residents of New Orleans, n52 even though local, state
and federal officials knew that New Orleans could flood [*16] in the aftermath of a major hurricane and many of its
most impoverished residents would be unable to escape on their own. n53 Still, few concrete plans emerged to deal
with what all knew could be a dangerous and tragic turn of events. n54 Given the extraordinarily poor pre-storm planning, it is not surprising that the actual response to the disaster was deplorable.
C. The Aftermath
Once Katrina struck and the city was under water, government agencies of all kinds and at all levels, independently
and collectively, failed the citizens of New Orleans. n55 Local authorities made poor decisions regarding mass evacuations and mass sheltering. n56 Local emergency management and response agencies were quickly overwhelmed, and
often consigned to saving themselves or releasing personnel to save their own families. n57 In many cases, local systems and agencies simply fell apart. n58 At [*17] the state level, officials were slow to realize the scale of the disaster,
and state resources were not deployed as quickly as they probably should have been. n59 State and local emergency
management programs were inept at evacuating residents, sheltering and feeding those that remained, conducting search
and rescue operations, or initiating a recovery effort. n60 Federal authorities were slow to respond to state requests for
aid and were criticized for their reactive posture as they waited for requests for assistance. n61 Moreover, once authorities finally realized that the situation was critical, federal agencies were exceedingly slow to deliver assistance and were
visibly disorganized, and patently incompetent.
"Poor implementation of emergency plans, poor communication and poor decision processes were evident in the
lack of congruence between conditions on the ground in the disaster areas and local, state and national [*18] decision
making." n62 Consequently, thousands of victims were not rescued and received no relief for more than a week after
the storms passed. Without doubt, the residents of New Orleans expected help to materialize soon after the storm
passed, to bring water, food, tents and other necessities. When this did not transpire, FEMA Director Michael Brown
became the most prominent symbol of a botched response, but profound failures were evident from City Hall to the
White House. n63 At a minimum, the citizens of New Orleans, who could not evacuate by their own means, needed
some branch of government to provide transportation out of the vicinity and adequate lodging. n64 Instead, transportation was non-existent, and people were sent to three "shelters of last resort" throughout the city, the most infamous of
which was a sports arena, the New Orleans Superdome. n65 To state that the conditions in the shelters were horrendous
is an understatement. Power and sanitation were non-existent, n66 food was [*19] insufficient n67 and temperatures
were intolerable. Corpses floated in the streets of New Orleans, and people waded through dreadfully polluted waters in
flooded neighborhoods, n68 foraging for the bare necessities of life. n69

The failure to provide transportation and appropriate evacuation for so many storm victims, the shameful Superdome and Convention Center debacles, and the utter abandonment of tens of thousands of dispossessed victims has as
much to do with human rights as with inadequate humanitarian planning and responses. n70 Certainly, the Katrina catastrophe was due to economic disparity, even as the storm struck multiple areas of the city. n71 The affluent, indeed
all those with resources, generally managed to escape while those without the means were unable to flee, and were
caught in the cauldron that followed. n72 While the poor and dispossessed were the ultimate victims of governmental
incompetence, the face of poverty in New Orleans, as in much of the United States, divides along racial lines. Hence,
even as the government failed poor White, Vietnamese and Latino residents, n73 the desperate face much of America
and the world [*20] beheld was an African American visage, and n74 the images were horrendous. The airwaves and
the internet ran relentless pictures of African Americans stranded in waist deep water or trying to survive at an uninhabitable superdome. n75
Professor Bowen Matthew has compellingly demonstrated that, while natural disasters are inevitable and beyond
the force of man, their aftermath is frequently human created and driven. n76 The deadly consequences of Katrina were
acts of man, not God, beginning with the human rights failures towards the Black community that preceded the storm,
n77 the failure to make plans to protect them in the event of a foreseeable natural disaster, and the humanitarian crisis
that resulted from the entirely unacceptable response afterwards. Professor Bowen has chronicled the regularity of discriminatory and disparate treatment of minority communities in the wake of natural and unnatural disasters; it seems it
is part of the American landscape. n78 Thus, perhaps the shock over [*21] how Katrina's victims were treated was
misplaced. Indeed, if not for the sheer enormity of the crisis and twenty-four hour news coverage, perhaps this tragedy
would also have been lost to history. Still, the aftermath of Katrina was thought to be, and, indeed was larger and worse
than any such disaster witnessed in the modern era. We were stunned, we were perplexed, and we were angry.
Part II: Embarrassment, Disbelief and the Emergence of a Disturbing Discourse
As one commentator noted, "Hurricane Katrina cast stark and embarrassing awareness on a side of the United
States that most Americans do not care to confront." n79 This oft-ignored reality is the absolute poverty and stark inequality that molds and shapes the underbelly of American society, a fragment that Katrina focused a glaring and unrelenting spotlight upon. This "other America" was plastered across American and international monitors of all types, and
quickly became the only news story in America, with the most dramatic, disquieting and fairly shocking images of African American poverty and disenfranchisement in at least a generation. n80 The outrage at this nonstop spectacle built
to a crescendo, as even members of the media stepped out of their purportedly neutral roles to demand that the government, especially the federal government, n81 do [*22] something, anything, to help these people. n82 Certainly part
of the very negative reaction was the assumption that a nation as wealthy and resourceful as the United States would be
ready, willing and able to respond effectively to the needs of its citizens in the face of a natural disaster of whatever
size, even one on the scale of the flooding of New Orleans. n83 Hence, many recoiled at the sheer incompetence of the
U.S. government as embodied in FEMA, n84 and were especially troubled and alarmed at its ineptitude, given the September 11, 2001 attacks on U.S. soil that graphically highlighted the need to quickly respond to emergencies. n85
[*23] African Americans, however, quickly concluded that perhaps the shocking level of governmental ineffectiveness
was attributable to the race of those in need of assistance. Although white Americans generally disagreed, many African
Americans believed the grossly inadequate response was due to racism, pure and simple. n86 They sensed that if white
White people were in such desperate straits, the response would be dramatically different; and indeed, it did seem there
was a different reaction to distressed whiteWhite communities in similar straits. n87
[*24] Nonetheless, despite the indignation and anger, the images themselves somehow seemed vaguely familiar,
even if somewhat askew. They were reminiscent of depictions of Third World countries, where misery and disorder
seem to be almost commonplace, indeed very nearly expected. n88 Hence, it was not that such disturbing events do not
take place; indeed at times they seem to be almost routine. Instead, the discordance and shock seemed to stem from it
occurring in the United States of America. n89 Members of the press have regularly shared and perpetuated negative
perceptions of the Third World, and, not surprisingly, they began to refer to the scenes emanating from New Orleans as
akin to something out of a Third World country. They also began to refer to Katrina's victims as refugees, causing the
term to take on a new life that encompassed a range of derogatory implications. n90 The reaction from the black community was swift and vociferous; to put it mildly, another hell broke loose, as an [*25] enormous debate exploded.
n91 The Reverend Jesse Jackson declared that "[i]t is racist to call American citizens refugees," and the National Association of Black Journalists appealed to news organizations to proscribe employing the word with respect to Katrina's
victims. n92 President Bush also took offense, claiming that those fleeing the ravages of Katrina were Americans, not
refugees. n93 Others contended that "refugee" has a very specific meaning making its application to Katrina's victims

inappropriate. It refers only to those that have crossed an international border and thus "internally displaced persons"
might be a more appropriate term. n94
A debate soon erupted between and within news organizations over whether it was appropriate to refer to Katrina's
wounded as "refugees." As one journalist put it, "a few days after Katrina struck, refugees woke up to find that the term
had become a slur." n95 Many news outlets decided to discontinue using the word "refugee" and replaced it with "victim" or "evacuee." n96 One person involved in making this determination noted, "[g]iven what we're dealing with,
there was a sense with the word 'refugee', that it somehow made these United States citizens, people who live in Louisiana and Mississippi, into aliens or foreigners or something less than they are." n97 Evidently, whatever one meant by
refugees, it was something less than American citizens could be, and thus, even fleeing, poor, desperate Black Americans could not occupy that particular space. Other media outlets, however, continued to characterize Katrina's victims as
refugees, observing that n98 "[s]everal hundred thousand people have been uprooted from their homes and communities and forced to seek refuge in more than 30 different states across America. Until such time as they are able to take up
new lives in their new communities or return to their former [*26] homes, they will be refugees." n99 This more benign view of refugee may have been technically correct, if the phrase is taken out of an international legal context. n100
Yet, the term was not applied to those on the Mississippi coast, or to white refugees displaced by Katrina. n101 Could
it be refugees are only impoverished, wretched people of color who appear to be abandoned by their government?
The term "refugee" was also intertwined with "Third World," for it seemed that the Third World was where one
found refugees. For example, one man interviewed outside the Baton Rouge Convention center, that housed 5,000 displaced residents, objected to being called a refugee. He stated, "[t]he image I have in my mind is people in a Third
World country, the babies in Africa that have all the flies and are starving to death . . . That's not me. I'm a law-abiding
citizen who's working every day and paying taxes." n102 This distressed, dislodged, and quite unfortunate gentleman
was not alone. It seemed many saw refugees as inhabitants of the Third World n103 who were the ultimate wretched
"other." n104
[*27] "Third World" indicated an America that could not take care of its citizens, situating them within the same
echelon as the people of the Third World. America seemed too much like the incompetent, ill advised and always colored governments that could not provide for their own. Although these remarks came from Blacks, whiteWhites, rich
and poor alike, the one common denominator was they were all by Americans. n105 It seemed that the underlying subtext was America is above that dark, inferior space called the Third World. I have long contended that "Third World"
has become a pejorative term. n106 It seems to be a location that is beneath all of us, as Black leaders, n107 people of
color, n108 and even progressives appeared to articulate in the wake of Katrina. n109 It seems our view of self is intimately bound to being American, that we all subscribe to some version of American exceptionalism, and that we assume all Americans are superior to all others. Even Black Americans, at their lowest position, are not part of that Third
World "other" who is too poor and backward, to be part of the American standard of somehow being exceptional . The
American exceptionalism n110 that many around the world find offensive, was apparent, [*28] and appeared to be
stridently asserted along all rungs of the American economic, political, racial and social hierarchy. Surely, Third World
solidarity was never monolithic and the Black American connection to it has always been complex. n111 Nonetheless
Katrina proved that such solidarity was now most definitely a thing of the past, or at least on hiatus. n112 Surely this
merits some appraisal, for this current state of affairs has not always reflected how Black America viewed itself within
the broader international community.
Part III: Defining the Third World, Defining Refugees
The terms "Third World" and "refugee" possess significant connotations, perspectives and long, rich histories that
transcend the way they were used and debated during the post-Katrina debacle. Parts of this chronicle are legal, as in the
case of "refugee," while other aspects are part of the political and social fabric of the search for inclusion and justice, a
[*29] struggle that is also at the center of the African American experience. This part will explore the meaning of both
"Third World" and "refugee," detailing a small part of their complex histories as well as how these terms have evolved
from expressions of compassion, solidarity and liberation to terms of disdain.
A. Defining Refugees
For a definition of "refugee," one need look no further than a dictionary, where it is defined as "one that flees, especially a person who flees to a foreign country or power to escape danger or persecution." n113 Under this definition,
perhaps victims of Katrina could be characterized as "one who flees", in that they fled the ravages of their destroyed
homes and city. Yet, as the remainder of this definition clarifies, "one who flees" only begins the discussion, since

"refugee" also has a particularly international connotation. "Refugee" is also defined in international conventions n114
that emerged from the lowest depths of man's inhumanity to other men, women and children: the Nazi holocaust against
the Jewish people. n115 From these ashes, the discernible need for nations to provide refuge, became apparent. Hence,
in the wake of the Holocaust, and the widespread refusal by most nations to accept its victims, the international community created certain rights for refugees, and enshrined them in the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees.
n116 The Refugee Convention defines "refugee" (in part) as:
[*30] any person who . . . owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership in a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country. n117
According to this definition, the victims of Hurricane Katrina obviously were not refugees. They were not outside the
country of their nationality, and they were not legally disabled from availing themselves of the protection of their country of nationality, the United States. While African Americans overwhelmingly believed that the sluggish pace of assistance was due to the color of the sufferers, no one claimed that these victims had somehow lost their nationality or were
in fact being purposely persecuted because of their race. The Refugee Convention was meant to protect people who are
fleeing from their home of origin and seeking asylum in foreign lands,, such as Jewish populations residing in Germany
and Nazi occupied territories during the Second World War while parallel genocides and other human rights tragedies
have repeatedly occurred in the post World War II era, n118 such was not the case in New Orleans in September 2005.
n119
[*31] Thus, perhaps objections to media designations of Katrina victims as refugees were legitimate given its
roots in international dispersion. This is so even if internally displaced persons n120 including victims of past U.S.
natural disasters have been termed refugees. n121 Nevertheless, even if the use of "refugee" was technically inaccurate,
should that make it a derogatory term? n122 The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), n123 expressed dismay that refugees or the word 'refugee' could be viewed pejoratively. n124 War, n125
political strife, n126 [*32] genocide n127 and natural disasters n128 have produced refugees. It is indeed troubling
that people already burdened with horrific circumstances would now be plagued with yet another encumbrance that
somehow renders them even more undesirable.
While Americans dislocated by natural disasters have been labeled refugees before, n129 this situation seemed different. In the aftermath of Katrina, "refugee" had taken on the same undertones as Third World. n130 Images of refugees fleeing the worst forms of hate and oppression were being replaced with images of Third World, people fleeing
their plight as the despised colored of the world. Third World and refugee are now intertwined and are elements of a
similar concept, representing people that are either pitied or ignored, and almost always believed to be inferior and incompetent. The American government's measures in the aftermath of Katrina was so inadequate and the victims so distraught, so hapless and so Black; that the response seemed too familiar in circumstance where it should not have. n131
[*33] B. Constructing the Third World
In its purest form, the phrase "Third World" designated those countries that were not aligned with either the West
as embodied by the U.S. and its allies, nor the former Soviet Union and its satellites. It was an important element of the
"non-aligned movement," n132 and also encompassed broader connotations and undercurrents. Indeed, the concepts at
the core of a Third World ultimately emerged from the demands of [*34] colonial people for liberation, equality, and
political, social, and economic justice. n133
The principles that racial discrimination and colonialism should end, and that there should be some kind of unity
among people of color, were subjects of international movements and conferences since the first Pan-African conference in 1900. n134 It was in the aftermath of the Second World War, however, that the momentum for decolonization
built to a crescendo. n135 When the Asian-Africa Conference, more famously known as the Bandung Conference, convened in 1955, n136 the Non-Aligned Movement was born, and the concept of a Third World began to congeal. n137
The [*35] Conference itself could not be characterized as radical, n138 but the idea of a Third World unquestionably
was. Indeed, the mostly colored two-thirds of humanity that did not live in the First or Second worlds was already being
classified as underdeveloped and in dire need of assistance from their former colonizers to survive and prosper. n139

The idea of formerly colonial subjects being independent sovereign entities and joining in political solidarity to act on
the international stage was an unmistakable break from a world dominated by European nations. Scholars commonly
view the Bandung Conference as the launching pad for Third World demands; where the countries of the South resolved
to distance themselves from the big powers that seemed determined to continue to dominate them. n140 Hence, the
expression "Third World" began as a celebration of solidarity, and of independence from the then warring capitalist
(always First) and the [*36] communist (former Second) worlds. n141 It was a declaration of self-determination by
people of color throughout the world, who sought to end the oppression emanating from both the First and Second
worlds.
At some indiscernible point, however, this expression of hope and solidarity became a surrogate for something
dismal and reviled. n142 As Professor Keith Aoiki has opined, the Third World has come to be defined "in terms of a
certain set of images that include poverty, squalor, corruption, violence, calamities and disasters, irrational local fundamentalisms, bad smell, garbage, filth, technological backwardness or simply lack of modernity." n143 "Third World" is
even used less often in post-colonial discourse due to a sense that it has become a disparaging term. n144 Perhaps even
more troubling, the phrase "Fourth world" is gaining traction as a means to designate the most marginalized people in
the international system; who are also designated as the "least developed." n145
Professor Anne Orford maintains that "intervention narratives regularly produce images of the people who live in
nations targeted for humanitarian intervention as starving, powerless, suffering, abused and helpless victims, often
women and children in need of rescue or [*37] salvation." n146 Moreover, the Third World is overwhelmingly populated by people of color, who are often viewed as incompetent and rather hopeless, in many contexts. n147 It is evident
that this exceedingly negative vision is held by the American media and thus it was entirely predictable that the images
emanating from New Orleans would evoke visions of the "Third World" and find its way into newspaper, magazine and
television reports. n148 Even more surprising, was that Black Americans so readily adopted this highly negative viewpoint, especially the same Black Americans that championed the designation African American. n149 In the meantime,
our brethren in the Third World, some of whom were quite impoverished, were offering to render assistance. n150
Surely, this posture has not always been the case, as African Americans have often stood in solidarity with the people of the Third World, and were active participants in the international struggle for racial equality and justice. n151
Indeed, African Americans realized the struggle against white supremacy was an international struggle before there was
a Third World. When Dr. W. E. B. Dubois observed that the problem of the twentieth century was the problem of the
color line, he framed it in an [*38] international context, n152 concluding that the dilemma of color included "the relation of the darker races to the lighter races of men in Asia, Africa, in America and the islands of the sea." n153 Still,
Black America's relationship with the Third World has been both broad and multifaceted. A brief survey of this complex link might help us determine how we have arrived at the current peculiar location, at this particular time.
Part IV: African American Encounters with the Third World -- A Preliminary Inquiry n154
On some level, the destinies of Black Americans and the larger Third World have always been intertwined. With
the exception of Native Americans, America is a nation of immigrants, meaning all Americans began their journey as
Americans from an international location. n155 The Black American voyage, however, was always stained by the odious institution of slavery and suffered under the oppressive weight of race and racism. n156 Caucasians viewed Black
Africans as lesser human beings, which [*39] justified their enslavement by both Europeans and Americans. n157
Hence, even as abolitionists pressed to eradicate slavery, the racial question [*40] provoked profound reservations
regarding the eventual fate of freed American slaves, whom many deemed unworthy of either full U.S. citizenship or
the fruits of American civil, social or political rights. Varying theories emerged regarding what to do with free Blacks in
what was considered a 'white' country, n158 and proposals ranged from full citizenship to African repatriation. Indeed,
in 1822, 12,000 freed Black Americans founded Liberia on the coast of West Africa, making a limited form of repatriation a reality. n159
[*41] Still, these considerations did not take place in a vacuum and were often colored and influenced by the position of Black people internationally. For example, the penchant for African repatriation came amidst the "international
slave trade and a global economy where mercantilism had begun yielding ground to free trade." n160 The movement
that might broadly be described as Pan-Africanism n161 can be traced to mid-19th century Black repatriation movements led by Martin Delaney, Alexander Cromwell, and Edward Wilmot Blyden, among others, and can be linked to a
broader Third World milieu. n162

Imperialism escalated at the end of the 19th century as European powers relentlessly pursued the total domination
of Africa. In turn, Pan-Africanism expanded to include lobbying for colonial reform. n163
In the early 20th century Marcus Garvey, a native of Jamaica, founded the Universal Negro Improvement Association n164 which, inter alia, [*42] advocated Black emigration to Africa, and economic development of the continent.
n165 This movement lasted from 1916 until 1927, and emerged against a backdrop of fragmenting imperialism; emerging nationalist movements in Asia; and central and eastern European minorities clamoring for territorial recognition,
political autonomy, and language rights. n166 Indeed the aftermath of the First World War was a time of rising international aspirations for people of color, as Japan pressed for inclusion into international society; colonies pressed for an
end to colonialism, or at a minimum, more self-government; n167 and the right to self-determination was [*43] introduced on the international stage. n168 Within this milieu, the UNIA achieved unprecedented success and, at the height
of its popularity in the 1920s, had millions of followers. n169
Like its repatriation forerunners, the UNIA message was profoundly international with Africa at its core. Africa
was more than a continent, for it "lived in a Diaspora that slavery had conferred on its inhabitants and their descendents,
which linked the destinies of Blacks throughout the world." n170 The liberation and reconstruction of the African
homeland allowed Black people to overcome the racial oppression that had sustained colonialism, consequently enabling Black Americans to return home. n171 This largely American movement, n172 with considerable international
overtones, was also one of the founding pillars of modern Pan-Africanism and remained a crucial source for later Black
Nationalist voices, such as W.E.B. Dubois, George Padmore, and C.L.R. James. n173
[*44] Without doubt, the Second World War materially and profoundly altered the world in many ways. The
foremost colonial powers, Great Britain and France, were greatly weakened. Nationalism had been ignited and was on
the rise across the colored world. n174 People of color were demanding and gaining freedom from colonial and other
forms of domination. Black soldiers returned home from the War to face the very same discrimination, racial segregation, and lynching that they had left. Having served abroad, their views were invariably influenced by a more international perspective and materialized amidst colored stirrings for freedom sounding around the world. Black Americans
began making more adamant demands for civil rights, at first by way of the courts and federal government, and then by
literally taking it to the streets. n175
[*45] Black Americans also took their struggle to the international community, continuing and building upon a
tradition that began with the founding of the League of Nations, in 1919. n176 As nations gathered to found the United
Nations, the NAACP and other civil rights organizations sought to attend with the intention of enlightening the world to
the conditions confronting Black people in the United States. Black American activists brought petitions concerning
American Apartheid before the UN; although they were never officially acted upon, they placed America's peculiar "dilemma" at the center of the international stage. n177 Indeed, as America turned to fighting communism, it had to face a
fundamental contradiction as it positioned itself as a beacon of "freedom and democracy" against the "darkness of
communism." America's Black population was being lynched, discriminated against, segregated and treated as secondclass citizens, making the guiding light of democracy seem rather faint and the palpable hypocrisy undeniable. n178
Black Americans utilized an international platform to make this critical point, as did the Soviet Union. Amazingly, opponents of civil rights, and especially Southern whites, then contended that the civil rights struggle was anti-American
communist plot. In an age of rampant anti-communism this tactic stifled Black internationalism somewhat, albeit never
entirely. n179 Eventually, the travesty of an American democracy that encompassed Apartheid became so untenable
internationally that it played a substantial role in federal support for terminating legal segregation. Thus, as Black
Americans required Brown v. [*46] Board of Education and its progeny for simple justice, America desired it for international credibility. n180
As colored nations began to emerge in the aftermath of the Second World War, n181 and the idea that they might
identify and organize as such culminated at the Bandung conference in 1956, n182 this conference was also a beacon of
hope for Black Americans. Many understood the profound implications of this event. n183 As African nations began to
obtain independence in 1957, they too joined this emergent alliance. n184 While fledgling Black nations were claiming
their voices on the international stage, n185 the civil rights struggle in the United States was gaining [*47] momentum, and these dual struggles nourished and were inspired by each other. Black leaders in the United States, such as
Malcolm X n186 sought the support of the leaders of emerging African nations. n187 At the same time, these nations
were stirred and encouraged by the non-violent revolution led by countless American civil rights advocates, while the
most famous of these advocates, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. looked to Mahatma Gandhi for inspiration. n188

The 1960s and 1970s brought forth a host of newly independent nations that were led and populated by people of
color who raised escalating voices calling for economic justice. There were demands to exercise Permanent Sovereignty
Over Natural Resources, for a New International Economic Order and for a Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of
States. n189 At about the same time, a new and more strident notion of Black Nationalism materialized in the United
States, and the ideas of Malcolm X, Kwame Nkrumah, Frantz Fanon and later Amilcar Cabral and Walter Rodney found
a revitalized saliency. n190 The viewpoints and [*48] perceptions of modern Nationalists in the United States and on
the African continent were undoubtedly linked. For example, African leaders observed the triumph of Black American
demands for social and economic equality, and Black Americans proudly beheld the emergence of their brothers and
sisters from the oppression of colonialism to independence and sovereignty over their lands, resources, and people. Indeed, the international link was profound, for it helped Black Americans connect the "forms of oppression faced by
Black people in myriad societies, with colonial exploitation and the underdevelopment of Africa." n191 Some even
asserted that perhaps "Black identity conferred membership in a single worldwide Black nation-the African Diaspora
itself." n192
This relationship and bond have continued and can be observed in the political, cultural and social life of Black
Americans, beginning with their self-characterization as African Americans. For example, the now annual celebration of
Kwanzaa, which is inspired by African traditions; and African inspired hairstyles and dress. Politically, it can be observed in the successful struggle to end Apartheid, which in the United States was led by African Americans, n193 as
well as African American lobbying for African interests, such as the African Growth and Opportunity Act. n194 Furthermore, Black Americans have held divergent positions on matters of American foreign policy, such as the first Gulf
War in Iraq, n195 while some African nations have recently taken up the cause of reparations for colonialism, borrowing from the Black American quest for reparations for American slavery. n196
Given this exceptional history, how did African Americans arrive at a location where they would abjure any connection to the Third World or to [*49] refugees, seeking instead to couple demands to be treated justly, with severance
from the larger colored world? Part of the explanation can be found in the other side of the African American engagement with the South, and especially that part of the South that is African. The other branch entails Black Americans
embracing American exceptionalism and the Anglo-Saxon culture in which Black Americans live and has subsisted
alongside the solidarity narrative. It is very much the opposing aspect of this quite glorious story.
It commenced with the first repatriation movement, for as Black Americans settled on the West Coast of Africa,
founding Liberia, they were also determined to rule Liberia and increasingly came to scorn the indigenous population
whom they were resolved to dominate and dislodge. n197 Moreover, supporters of rather familiar domestic liberation
ideologies often held surprising views regarding Black people residing beyond American shores.. For example, while
early Black integrationists sought the full integration of Black Americans into American society, they had a less obliging attitude when it came to non-American Black people. Some Black separatists espoused conveying European civilization to the natives. n198 The mid-19th century forerunners of pan-Africanism who desired repatriation to Africa,
Haiti and other locations in the Third World, believed that bringing civilization to these places was necessary and
thought that American Negroes could be an integral part of this mission. n199 Some, such as Alexander Cromwell and
Edward Blyden, were missionaries themselves, who helped build churches and schools to assimilate indigenous peoples; they played similar roles to their white American counterparts in their relations with Africans, whom they often
viewed as "ignorant, benighted, besotted, filthy and in need of Christianity and civilization." n200 Delaney would proclaim "Africa for the African race and Black men to rule them;" he and his contemporaries viewed Africans as "religiously and socially [*50] primitive and always sexually scandalous" and in need of Anglo-Saxon uplift that could be
provided by superior American Negroes. n201
As the victors of the First World War gathered at Versailles and self-determination became a new force for freedom, Europeans and Americans did not intend to apply such lofty ideas to people of color, who were deemed uncivilized and incapable of self-government. n202 While this ideology was undoubtedly racist, it is significant that Dr. Dubois countered it by "positing a civilizing role for African Americans in Africa." n203 On this front, Dr. Dubois was in
harmony with Marcus Garvey and the UNIA, for even as the UNIA sought Black American repatriation and African
economic development, the organization also petitioned the League of Nations for a mandate to rule South West Africa
(Namibia), believing the UNIA could civilize uncivilized Africans. n204
Hence, Black Americans have a long history of judging Africans as uncivilized, and viewing themselves as civilized and competent to aid in the civilization project because they were American. A sense of Black American superiority remained consistent in the relationship between Black Americans and Africans. Even in the face of American racism
and an awareness of Black American- African unity, Black Americans frequently reflected the values and predisposi-

tions of the larger culture in which they existed For example, Black American duality can also be observed in the concept of a talented tenth, a small group of Blacks capable of moving the race forward. It was premised on the idea that a
select group of American Negroes could uplift all Black people, perpetuating the perception of a civilized American
Negro versus Negroes in Africa and other parts of the African Diaspora who were manifestly African and therefore inferior.
Although Black Americans have yearned for international racial inclusion and unity, they have been unable to escape their profound Americanism and the belief that their American identity, by definition, sets them apart from, and
above, all others even the 'Other' that is the rest of the colored world. n205 [*51] In a similarly cruel vein, Africans
have sometimes adopted the views of the larger American culture and consequently perceived Black Americans as inferior. n206 Hence, the relationship has been both glorious and ignoble, complex, difficult, and sometimes painful.
Conclusion
Perhaps the current distance between Black Americans and the Third World should not be surprising. "Third
World" has indeed become a pejorative term and given the current general disengagement from the international arena
Black Americans have not sufficiently questioned or studied this development. African states are generally powerless
within the international community and are portrayed as being in a collective, endless and constant state of crisis, characterized by war, famine, debt, corruption, and abject poverty. Devoid of a historic, economic, social, or political context, this alleged condition appears to be due to African ineptitude. This assumption is compounded by racism and longheld core beliefs about the incompetence and inferiority of Black people in general. While most African countries are
quite impoverished and unfortunately mired in enormous debt, n207 the other purported markers are more limited and
circumscribed. Not every African state is at war or in crisis. Moreover, when placed in a broader historical context, the
current state of affairs surely cannot be attributed solely to incompetence, and certainly, it is not because of race. n208
Still, perhaps Black Americans would prefer to avoid [*52] being associated with what appears to be a hopeless morass; the association just hits too close to home.
But African Americans must remain connected, and not only as saviors, patronizing an 'abject other'. Although profound cultural differences and distances exist between African Americans and Africans generally (with perhaps the exception of South Africa), the forces at the root of our oppressions have been and remain linked, and at its core is the
matter of race. Just as the "international community," which is led by the United States of America somehow manages
not to take any meaningful steps to end genocide in Darfur, n209 race made it easier to leave the mostly Black victims
of Katrina stranded for days on end. Black people just are not perceived as important enough. Race is why so many poor
New Orleanians also happened to be Black and why the economic, social and civil distance between poor New Orleanians and their more prosperous neighbors was so expansive and broad. Race is why those who were simply trying to stay
alive in the aftermath of Katrina would be characterized as looters if they were Black, and helping their families if they
were white White.
These same assumptions are on display internationally. They are seen in the fates of the people who have been exploited in a horrendous manner, beginning with their initial encounters with Europeans and continuing to the present
day. They have been enslaved, colonized, looted, economically exploited, subject to the vagaries of the development
industry, and politically and economically subjugated in every sense of the term. Presently, the results of that exploitation are portrayed as somehow being solely due to their ineptitude, with racism making this conclusion seem almost
natural.
Such exploitation does not remove all vestiges of agency from Sub Saharan Africans people or those in the Diaspora of New Orleans. It is only to say that the discussion often erases or belittles history, and this exclusion is influenced and shaped by race. When one is assumed incapable and incompetent, no deeper explanation is necessary. These
same assumptions accompany American views of domestic poverty and perceptions of African [*53] American 'deficits'. Black Americans are disproportionately poor because they are inferior and unable to compete, not because of segregation, racism and a history of profound oppression.
But we cannot fall into this trap. Racial subjugation and racism, rather than racial inferiority are at the heart of the
despair on display in New Orleans and in those myriad images of the Third World. In this respect, perhaps Du Bois and
others were correct - we will live or die together, whether we like it or not. African Americans must build and re-build
their deep-rooted connections with their Third World comrades and understand the joint roots of different, but very
much connected oppressions.
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in Moscow, and then a second in 1927.

n134 In 1920, the first Pan-African Conference was convened in London. It was an effort by people of color to
discuss their situation and to unite against the European Power that seemed to be sweeping the world. The Congress rejected the view that Black people were inferior, avowing that with guidance they could become selfruling, modern societies. BRENDA GAYLE PLUMMER, RISING WIND BLACK AMERICANS AND U.S.
FOREIGN AFFAIRS (1996) p. 14. Japan called for an end to racial discrimination in international relations at
the Versailles Peace Conference where the short-lived League of Nations was established. Its calls to include
anti race discrimination language in the founding documents of the League were roundly ignored. Ruth Gordon,
Mandates, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INTERNATIONAL LAW. Self-determination for some Slavic populations in
Eastern Europe became part of international discourse, while the possibility of some form of self-determination
for African and other colonial peoples lurked beneath such concepts as mandates and later, trusteeship. Id.

n135 The Second World War proved to be a watershed for self-determination, and sounded the death knell for
colonialism. See generally, Saving Failed States. Months before India's independence in 1947, 25 countries accepted Nehru's invitation to an Asian Relations Conference that was held in New Delhi. GILBERT RIST, THE
HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT (1997) p. 81.

n136 Hoping to develop a common "development" policy, the governments of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia
and Pakistan met in Bandung, Indonesia in 1955. The conference took place against the backdrop of an increasingly polarizing Cold War, and many participants were allied with a particular side, while others tried, with
some difficulty, to remain neutral. RIST, supra note 133, at 81.

n137 Other conference participants included: Afghanistan, Cambodia, the People's Republic of China, Egypt,
Ethiopia, the Gold Coast (Ghana), Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Pakistan, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Siam (Thailand), Sudan, Turkey, North and South Vietnam, and Yemen. Most African nations were still colonies; neither Ghana nor Sudan was independent at the time. RIST, supra note 133, at 82.

n138 The nations gathered at Bandung were not revolutionary governments or movements that sought to transform the international system; indeed, they only sought to be admitted to a system that had previously denied
them full membership. See RIST, supra note 133, at 82. Rist notes that for the most part, the conference communique did not stray beyond the rudiments of the UN Charter, including such provisions as respect for human
rights, sovereignty and territorial integrity, racial and sovereign equality and non-interference in the internal affairs of sovereign states. Other, even more conventional objectives included the right of national and collective
self-defense; abstaining from acts or treaties of aggression and the use of force; the peaceful settlement of disputes; international cooperation based on mutual interests; and respect for justice and international obligations.
Id.

n139 Many in the First World viewed the broad swath of humankind existing outside both ideological camps,
"as poor, overly fecund, profligate and worthless." Images of poverty, natural disasters, famines and droughts
flooded western television and magazines, helping to create and foster these beliefs, which simultaneously resulted in pity and revulsion. It created the impression that these communities could not exist, no less prosper,
without the assistance of their former colonial masters. It was also implied, without much thought or analysis,
that former colonial masters were blameless when it came to this sad state of affairs, and thus the inhabitants of

former colonies had no one to blame but themselves for their pitiful state. Suddenly, hunger and impoverishment
were caused by evils such as overpopulation, rather than imperialism. PRASHAD, supra note 130, at 8-9.

n140 These objectives were complex, difficult and not always fully realized. For example, the Conference's final
communiques strongly condemned colonialism, declaring that colonialism amounted to a denial of the fundamental rights of man and constituted a means of cultural suppression. Rist notes that internal colonialism in the
USSR was also condemned and, since many of the participating countries were also members of U.S. dominated
military alliances this language did not necessarily displease the U.S. Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser
attempted to regain a broader, more radical initiative in late 1957 by organizing an Afro-Asian Solidarity Conference (a people's Bandung). See RIST, supra note 133.

n141 Gordon & Sylvester, supra note 17, at 2. "Third World" was initially an ideological category and a political strategy connoting nonalignment with both worlds. It also signifies a particular geographic region, namely
the nations of the South, as well as regions and peoples formerly subjected to colonialism. Id. at fn 3.

n142 Third World images "became a journalistic cliche invoking ideas of poverty, disease and war and often
featuring pictures of emaciated African or Asian figures, emphasizing the increasing racialization of the concept
in its popular (Western) usage. The term was also used as a general metaphor for any unindustrialized society or
social condition anywhere: Third World conditions, Third World educational standards, etc., reinforcing the pejorative stereotyping of approximately two-thirds of the member nations of the UN who were classified as Third
World countries. As obvious economic differentials began to emerge within this group, some economists introduced the term Fourth World to designate the lowest group of nations on the economic scale. KEY CONCEPTS
IN POST-COLONIAL STUDIES, supra note 130, at 231.

n143 Gordon & Sylvester, supra note 17, at 2 (citing Keith Aoki, Space Invaders: Critical Geography, the
'Third World' in International Law and Critical Race Theory, 45 Vill. L. Rev. 913, 925 (2000).

n144 This is especially true for U.S. theorists who have also tended to avoid the term anti-colonialism; this has
been criticized as leading to a de-politicization of the decolonization project. KEY CONCEPTS IN POSTCOLONIAL STUDIES, supra note 130, at 232.

n145 For example, Fourth World is being used to designate pre-settler indigenous communities whose economic
status and oppressed condition purportedly, places them in an even more marginalized position in the international social and political hierarchy, than other post-colonial peoples. KEY CONCEPTS IN POST-COLONIAL
STUDIES, supra note 130, at 232; Contemplating the WTO from the Margins, supra note 1, at 107.

n146 ANNE ORFORD, Reading Humanitarian Intervention human Rights and the Use of Force in International
Law 174 (2003).

n147 See Ruth Gordon, Racing U.S. Foreign Policy, 17 Nat'l Black L. J. 1, 5 (2003) (explaining inequities of international systems ensure defeat of Third World people); Ruth Gordon, Deconstructing Armed Humanitarian
Intervention, 36 Geo. Wash. Int'l L. Rev. 947, 954 (2004) (explaining invasive and dominant interference with
Third World nations).

n148 See Walker, supra note 14 (negative use of "refugee"); Weeden, supra note 81 (assumption U.S. could
handle a natural disaster of any size); Pierre and Farhi, supra note 96 (newspapers using the word refugee); supra note 100 (dictionary definition of refugee).

n149 "Just as we were called 'colored,' but were not that, and then 'Negro,' but not that, to be called 'Black' is just
as baseless . . . to be called 'African-American' has cultural integrity. It puts us in our historical context." Lawrence E. Young, "African-American" Gaining Acceptance: Debate Over Label for Blacks Takes New Turn,
DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Mar. 5, 1989, at 37A (quoting Rev. Jesse Jackson). See also Sheila Grissett,
Name Change Slow to Catch On Among Blacks, NEW ORLEANS TIMES --PICAYUNE, Feb. 9, 1989, at B3
(describing impact of Jackson's suggestion in New Orleans).

n150 In the days after Katrina, numerous countries offered assistance in an extraordinarily wide variety of
forms. Even poor countries, such as Honduras, Jamaica, Colombia, the Dominican Republic and El Salvador offered support. Farah Stockman, U.S. Sends Mixed Signals on Accepting Aid From Abroad, BOSTON GLOBE,
Sept. 2, 2005, at A31. Offers of assistance included funds from Afghanistan ($ 100,000); Bahamas ($ 50,000);
Bangladesh (1 million); Djibouti ($ 50,000); Gabon ($ 500,000); and Nigeria ($ 1 million cash). See Barbara
Slavin, Some Foreign Attempts to Send U.S. Aid Stymied, USA TODAY, Sept. 8, 2005, at 10A (concluding foreign countries have responded generously to Hurricane Katrina).

n151 See text and notes, infra.

n152 Gerald Home, Race from Power, U.S. Foreign Policy and the General Crisis of White Supremacy, in
WINDOW ON FREEDOM RACE, CIVIL RIGHTS, AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 1945-1988 at 45, 45,48
(Brenda Gayle Plummer ed., 2003).

n153 Id. (quoting Dr. W.E.B Dubois).

n154 The following analysis is undoubtedly cursory and incomplete. It draws heavily on the brilliant work of
Dr. Brenda Gayle Plummer, Gerald Home and other historians, and their books and articles are highly recommended for further insights and information. See, e.g., PLUMMER, supra note 131; Home, supra note 153.

n155 See BRENDA GAYLE PLUMMER, RISING WIND: BLACK AMERICANS AND U.S. FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 1935-1960 at 9 (1996) (explaining American liberty, opportunity, and abundance produced new white
men and women from the bitterness and oppressions of the immigrant past). See Brenda Gayle Plummer, Rising

Wind: Black Americans and U.S. Foreign Affairs, 1935-1960 at 9 (1996) (explaining "American liberty, opportunity, and abundance produced new white

n156 There is some debate as to whether the first Africans in America were legally free, albeit extremely oppressed, or whether they were slaves. The first record of slaves being purchased was in Jamestown in 1619.
Jonathan A. Bush, The First Slave (And Why He Matters), 18 CARDOZO L. R. 599, 600-01 (1996). Before
there was a formal system of slavery, many African Americans worked as indentured servants, although discrimination and custom made it exceedingly difficult to escape servitude. Id. at 602-05. Some have drawn
analogies between the assimilation of European immigrants and the assimilation of former Black slaves and
other immigrant racial minorities. European immigrants could assimilate more easily, being white, while Black
people, Native Americans, Latinos and Asian Americans could not escape their racial identities. OMI & WINANT, supra note 15, at 16. With the advent of legislation mandating some form of equal opportunity, however
flawed, advocates of the immigrant analogy thought racial minorities would be able to assimilate as other immigrants had managed to do. Id. at 19. Being unable to escape racism, however, racial minorities have joined to insist upon group rights and recognition. Id. at 20. For a penetrating and comprehensive legal analysis of African
Americans in pre-colonial and colonial America, see HENRY J. RICHARDSON III, THE ORIGINS OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN INTERESTS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW (CAROLINA ACADEMIC PRESS 2008).

n157 White supremacy has been 'justified' for a multiplicity of reasons, perhaps beginning with European Christians scorning Muslims and Jews. OMI & WINANT, supra note 17, at 61. As Europeans explored the world and
"discovered" non-white peoples. They often viewed them as "Others" who were not entitled to the same rights as
the children of God and therefore could be exploited, as was the case in the newly "discovered" Americas. Id. at
61-62; Ruth Gordon, Some Legal Problems with Trusteeship, 28 Cornell Int'l L.J. 301 (1995); ANTONY
ANGHIE, THE THIRD WORLD AND INTERNATIONAL ORDER: LAW, POLITICS, AND GLOBALIZATION 65 (2003). When Enlightenment thinking postulated that all men possessed natural rights, science became
the tool to rationalize a "natural basis of racial hierarchy," which could be utilized to justify racial exploitation.
Id. at 63. Biological theories were eventually rejected, although they continue to be raised from time to time. Id.
at 65; See e.g., the infamous RICHARD J. HERNSTEIN & CHARLES A. MURRAY, THE BELL CURVE:
INTELLIGENCE AND CLASS STRUCTURE IN AMERICAN LIFE (1994) (resurrecting the theory of biological inferiority). For additional discussion of "the Other," see Sub-Sahara Africa, supra note 155. Racial inferiority was also used to justify the subsequent colonization of the African continent, whose inhabitants were
deemed uncivilized and thus in need of European civilization. Thus, colonial exploitation was justified as part of
the White man's burden. See, Saving Failed States, supra note 1 at 930-935; Racing U.S. Foreign Policy, supra
note 1; Critical Race Theory and International Law: Convergence and Divergence, supra note 86; Growing
Constitutions, supra note 1; Ruth Gordon, Sub-Saharan Africa and the Brave New World of the WTO Multilateral Trade Regime, 8 BERKELEY J. AFR.-AM. L & POL'Y 79, (2006) [hereinafter Sub-Saharan Africa and
the Brave New World of the WTO Multilateral Trade Regime]; Contemplating the WTO from the Margins, supra note 1; Gordon & Sylvester, supra note 17, at 79Whitewhite peoples. They often viewed them as "Others"
who were not entitled to the same rights as the children of God and therefore could be exploited, as was the case
in the newly "discovered" Americas. Id. at 61-62; Ruth Gordon, Some Legal Problems with Trusteeship, 28
Cornell Int'l L.J. 301 (1995); Antony Anghie, The Third World and International Order: Law, Politics, and
Globalization (2003). When Enlightenment thinking postulated that all men possessed natural rights, science became the tool to rationalize a "natural basis of racial hierarchy," which could be utilized to justify racial exploitation. Omni & Winant at 63. Biological theories were eventually rejected, although they continue to be raised
from time to time. Id. at 65; See e.g., the infamous Richard J. Hernstein and Charles A. Murray, The Bell Curve:
Intelligence and Class Structure in American Life (1994) (resurrecting the theory of biological inferiority). Social Darwinism was used to justify conquering island states. PLUMMER, supra note 132, at 14. For additional
discussion of "the Other," see supra note 102. Racial inferiority was also used to justify the subsequent colonization of the African continent, whose inhabitants were deemed uncivilized and thus in need of European civilization. Thus, colonial exploitation was justified as part of the white man's burden. See, Saving Failed States, supra
note 1 at 930-935; Racing U.S. Foreign Policy, supra note 1; Critical Race Theory and International Law: Con-

vergence and Divergence, supra note 86; Growing Constitutions, supra note 1; Ruth Gordon, Sub-Saharan Africa and the Brave New World of the WTO Multilateral Trade Regime, 8 BERKELEY J. AFR.-AM. L & POL'Y
79 (2006) [hereinafter Sub-Saharan Africa and the Brave New World of the WTO Multilateral Trade Regime];
Contemplating the WTO from the Margins, supra note 1; Gordon & Sylvester, supra note 17, at 79.

n158 On America as a white country, see REGINALD HORSMAN, RACE AND MANIFEST DESTINY THE
ORIGINS OF AMERICAN RACIAL ANGLO-SAXONISM (1981). On America as a white country, see
REGINALD HORSMAN, RACE AND MANIFEST DESTINY THE ORIGINS OF AMERICAN RACIAL
ANGLO-SAXONISM (HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS 1981).

n159 Established in December 1816, the American Colonization Society (ACS) believed Black removal was the
best option for managing Black liberty, sending its first emigrants to Sierra Leone in January 1820. CLAUDE A.
CLEGG III, THE PRICE OF LIBERTY: AFRICAN AMERICANS AND THE MAKING OF LIBERIA_(2004). In 1822, the American government helped to establish a West African "settlement for African 'recaptives' from transatlantic slave ships." Id. at 37. The colony was later named "Liberia," which denotes "a settlement of persons made free." Id. at 53. The ACS continued to promote this view throughout its existence and
when slaves were given the choice of slavery or freedom in Liberia, naturally most chose freedom, although
many free Black people considered America home, even as they were denied its full promise. Following a precipitous decline throughout the 1840s, emigration surged in the 1850s fueled by the 1850Law enacted by Congress in 1850 contributed to this course as many former slaves to fear their tenuous status as free people., Coupled with the growing hostility toward emancipated African-Americans and fear of capture and re-enslavement,
some chose freedom in Liberia, despite the risk of disease and possible death. Id. Nonetheless, the majority of
African Americans opposed the white-controlled colonization movement, believing themselves to be Americans
and that repatriating free blacks and former slaves would encourage the continuation of slavery. THE PRICE OF
LIBERTY: AFRICAN AMERICANS AND THE MAKING OF LIBERIA; CLAUDE A. CLEGG III. Established in December 1816, the American Colonization Society (ACS) believed Black removal was the best option
for managing Black liberty. The organization sent its first emigrants to Sierra Leone in January 1820. In 1822,
the American government helped to establish a West African "settlement for African 'recaptives' from transatlantic slave ships." Id. at 37. The colony was later named "Liberia," which denotes "a settlement of persons
made free." Id. at 52. The ACS continued to promote this view throughout its existence and when slaves were
given the choice of slavery or freedom in Liberia, most of course chose freedom, although many free Black people considered America home, even if they were denied its full promise. Following a precipitous decline
throughout the 1840s, emigration surged in the 1850s. The Fugitive Slave Law enacted by Congress in 1850
contributed to this course as many former slaves feared that their tenuous status as free people, coupled with the
growing hostility toward emancipated African-Americans, might lead to capture and re-enslavement. Hence,
they chose freedom in Liberia, despite the risk of disease and possible death. Id. Nonetheless, if is fair to say that
the majority of African Americans opposed the white-controlled colonization movement, believing themselves
to be Americans and that repatriating free blacks and former slaves would encourage the continuation of slavery.
Id.

n160 PLUMMER, supra note 132. PLUMMER, supra note 131, at 12. For example, Paul Cuffee sought African
emigration in conjunction with brisk commerce between Africans and the Black communities of the diaspora.
See RICHARDSON, supra note 157 (for an exhaustive history and analysis of African-American claims and appeals to international law).

n161 Pan Africanism evoked the idea that the concept of nation could "take on another meaning, a sense of
shared culture and subjectivity and spiritual essence that stretched across the divisions of nations as political entities." ANIA LOOMBA, COLONIALISM/POSTCOLONIALISM 211 (2d ed. 1998).

n162 OMI & WINANT, supra note 17, at 36. There were various repatriation movements, which had varying
degrees of success. For example, by the end of the 19th century, ACS had settled roughly 16,000 African
Americans in Liberia, with the last wave of emigration lasting from around 1871-1893. 200 colonists founded
the settlements of Arthington and Brewerville in 1870, and from the late 1870s onward, Arthington and Brewerville were the leading centers of production for Liberian coffee, the bulk of which was sold in the United
States. Clegg, supra note 160, at 210-12, 262-65.

n163 By 1900, Pan-Africanism expanded. W.E.B. Dubois focused on lobbying for colonial reform, launching a
moral appeal for an end to colonial abuses, such as those perpetuated in the Congo by King Leopold of Belgium.
PLUMMER, supra note 131. A series of international Pan-African conferences were held in Europe and the U.S.
from 1900 to 1945, most organized by W.E.B. Dubois. Primarily oriented toward the decolonization of Africa,
some scholars contend that they had relatively little domestic impact in the United States. See also DAVID
LEVERING LEWIS, 1868-1919 W.E.B. DUBOIS: BIOGRAPHY OF RACE 500 (1994). Africa was formally
divided among the colonial powers, with American approval, at a Conference in Berlin in 1885. PLUMMER,
supra note 131. See also Saving Failed States, supra note 1, at fn 144.

n164 The UNIA was one of the major proponents of Pan-Africanism. To Garvey, Africa existed not only on the
continent, but also among the Diaspora, creating a "racial empire" that linked the fates of Blacks throughout the
world. He called for an end to racial exploitation of Africans around the world, and believed if Black people in
America were economically strong, they could survive as leaders and examples for Black people around the
world. OMI & WINANT, supra note 17, at 38-39.

n165 Marcus Garvey sought a combined program of emigration, in conjunction with economic development that
was manifestly independent of white control. PLUMMER, supra note 131, at 12.

n166 PLUMMER, supra note 131, at 12.

n167 PLUMMER, supra note 131, at 16-21. At the end of First World War, organizations were created solely to
influence the Versailles Peace Conference. In the United States, the National Race Congress elected a representative to the Conference, and organizations were established, such as the International League of Darker Peoples
and the NAACP, among others. These organizations raised the critical question of racial discrimination, which
had taken on renewed vigor after the experiences and lessons gained in fighting the war. President Woodrow
Wilson, however, attempted to quash Black voices and conceal the profound racial prejudice and discrimination
that characterized the United States. The State Department refused to issue passports to some Black Americans
attempting to attend international conferences, including the Pan-African Congress, a Congress convened to foster ideas for Versailles. See H. F. Worley & C. G. Contee, The Worley Report on the Pan-African Congress of
1919, The Journal of Negro History, Apr., 1970, at 140-143. The 1919 Pan-African Congress concentrated on
such issues as preserving indigenous languages and territories, preventing the economic exploitation of native
people, and focusing colonial powers on ruling in the interests of colonial populations rather than for the eco-

nomic benefit of the home country. The Conference urged international supervision and colonial administration
of former German colonies, presuming that these peoples were not ready for self-rule. The UNIA also attempted
to petition the Versailles Conference, calling for a universal end to racial discrimination; self-determination for
all colonies with people of African descent; and proportional representation for Black nations in any world government. Although the UNIA and future Pan-African Congresses attempted to influence the League of Nations
regarding the interests of Black persons around the globe, the League was not responsive to their requests. See
ROBERT A. HILL ET AL. EDS., THE MARCUS GARVEY AND UNIVERSAL NEGRO IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION PAPERS, VOL. IX: AFRICA FOR THE AFRICANS JUNE 1921-DECEMBER 1922 at 3
(1995). See generally Clarence G. Contee, Dubois, the NAACP, and the Pan-African Congress of 1919, The
Journal of Negro History, Jan., 1972, at 13-28.

n168 Fueled by its victory over Russia, Japan tried to include 'the racial equality of nations' in the League of Nations Charter. America opposed the resolution, fearing that the racial inequality and legal segregation within its
own borders would be accentuated and become a topic of discussion. The International League of Darker Peoples was created in 1919 to support Japan's attempts to gain recognition of racial and national equality, which
was a joint effort of people of Japanese and African descent. Home, supra note 153 at 50-53. African countries
pointed to the crumbled empires of Eastern Europe and the ensuing demands for autonomy as signifying why
and how European nations might relinquish their control over African peoples. PLUMMER, supra note 131, at
15.

n169 The UNIA represented the pinnacle of Black political mobilization until the civil rights and Black Power
movements of the 1960s. OMI & WINANT, supra note 17. At its height, the UNIA had millions of members.
There were over 1,100 chapters in over 40 countries. Universal Negro Improvement Association and African
Communities League, History http://www.unia-acl.org/info/historic.htm. (last visited Feb. 19, 2009).

n170 OMI & WINANT, supra note 17.

n171 OMI & WINANT, supra note 17. Garvey sought to unite Black people throughout the world, in a movement for the redemption of Africa, which he envisioned as a racial empire. Omi and Winant note that Booker T.
Washington's ideas on promoting separate economic development influenced Garvey. Garvey went beyond
Washington, however, in denouncing the exploitation of Africa and African labor throughout the world. He also
perceived the Black population of the U.S. in a broader sense than Washington's self-help terms. He saw Black
Americans as the vanguard for Africa's redemption and believed that if American Blacks were strong economically, they would be able to redeem Africa and establish a worldwide fraternity of Black people.

n172 The UNIA had chapters in more than 40 countries. Universal Negro Improvement Association and African
Communities League, supra note 170.

n173 George Padmore, born in Trinidad and a proponent of Pan-Africanism, helped Dubois plan the 1945 PanAfrican Congress. He voiced the yearnings of Africans and West Indians for independence, as colonial subjects
sought to cut ties with their ruling colonial powers, and racially oppressed peoples desired reparations for their
injury. PLUMMER, supra note 131 at 154-56. Padmore joined with C.L.R. James, among others, to form the In-

ternational African Service Bureau in 1937, which voiced aspirations for independence, especially in Ethiopia.
DAVIDSON, supra note 130, at 77.

n174 Britain and France intended to retain their colonial possessions after the war and had to be convinced, and
sometimes forced to relinquish them. DAVIDSON, supra note 131, at 80. The United States, which was now a
superpower, wanted European nations to give up their colonies, and hoped the States that emerged would align
with the United States, rather than the USSR, which had similar hopes. Id. 80-81. Corporations pressed for opening colonial possessions to trade and more particularly to penetration by multinational companies. Id. at 98-100.
In addition, raw material hungry mother countries ended the war in debt to their colonial posts, which were simultaneously calling for greater freedom. PLUMMER, supra note 131, at 89-90. See generally JOHN HARGREAVES, DECOLONIZATION IN AFRICA 90-120 (2d. ed. 1996) (detailing rationales and circumstances in
European countries as they moved towards granting political independence to their colonies).
Nationalism was the driving force behind the African and Asian fight for independence. The Atlantic Charter of 1941 was an agreement between President Roosevelt and Winston Churchill, which promised that after the
Allies won the War, they would "respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of government under which
they live. DAVIDSON, supra note 131 at 66. Churchill believed this agreement only pertained to European nations, but Roosevelt insisted it applied to everyone, including the peoples residing in colonies. Regardless, once
African leaders heard about the Charter, and came to understand that the War was a war for freedom, they began
to expect independence at its conclusion. Id. In the meantime, American Blacks had begun to seriously "rethink
their place in U.S. society." Window on Freedom at 4. Black people who served in the military or were employed at home as part of the war effort,, had a new perspective and saw their wartime experiences as a sign of
the possibilities for change in the United States. A Negro Digest poll demonstrated that while their readers did
not expect an end to racism, they did expect a more equitable country after the War ended. PLUMMER, supra
note 131, at 85-87. They called for a "Double V," victory against fascism abroad and against racism at home.
Mary Dudziak, Desegregation as a Cold War Imperative, 41 Stan. L. Rev. 61, 72 (1988).

n175 For example, on the legal fight for desegregation of the public schools, see, RICHARD KLUGER, SIMPLE JUSTICE: THE HISTORY OF BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION AND BLACK AMERICA'S
STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY (2004). For a discussion of the Civil Rights demonstrations of 1955-65, see
David Benjamin Oppenheimer, Kennedy, King, Shuttlesworth and Walker: The Events Leading to the Introduction of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 29 U.S.F. L. Rev. 645, 646-70 (1995).

n176 See, supra note 155, on petitions to League.

n177 Even as America welcomed diplomats from all over the world to San Francisco in 1945, these envoys encountered accounts of American discrimination. Paul Gordon Lauren, Seen From the Outside, in WINDOW ON
FREEDOM RACE, CIVIL RIGHTS, AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 1945-1988 at 24-37 (Brenda Gayle Plummer
ed., 2003). Race riots and Ku Klux Klan stories made headlines and foreign delegations to the United States took
notice. Id. Jim Crow laws and lynchings sparked international criticism as foreign newspapers questioned how
the United States could be the leader of the 'free world' while oppressing over 13,000,000 citizens of its own
citizenry. Id. The NAACP, primarily through the efforts of Dr. W.E.B. Dubois, prepared a 155-page report and
petition to the United Nations to focus international attention on basic human rights that were being denied to
America's Black nationals. The Soviet Union used it as fodder for anti-American propaganda, and Attorney
General Tom Clark stated that the United States had been "humiliated." Id. at 29-30.

n178 Dudziak, supra note 131, at 80-93.

n179 Home, supra note 153 at 59 (noting "[t]he Cold War took its toll on African Americans, forcibly diminishing internationalist -- if not race-conscious -- thinking").

n180 Dudziak, supra note 131, at 65.

n181 Independence movements in Asia, such as the movement in India, inspired African nations to call for independence. HARGREAVES, supra note 175, at 121. British recognition of African independence began with
Egypt, a neo-colony that became totally independent in 1952. DAVIDSON, supra note 130, at 110-12. Sudan's
independence followed in 1956 when British and Egyptian troops withdrew from the territory. Id. at 113. France
also slowly moved towards political independence for its colonies. Although often opposed by French colonial
governments and settler communities, France adopted a new constitution that gave Africans more power within
its colonies and shifted towards more equality between French settlers and native populations. As it became
clear that it could no longer maintain control of its colonial empire, France began to grant independence to its
colonies in 1960, although all but Guinea had to accept indirect control. Id. at 122-30. Other European powers
such as Belgium, Portugal and Spain, also began to grant their colonies independence after the Second World
War. Id. at 155-61. For a list of African independence dates, see DAVIDSON, supra note 130, at 283-85.

n182 The U.S. initially tried to prevent and then attempted to pacify this conference. Fraser, supra note 108, at
115.

n183 Fraser, supra note 108, at 133-37. House Representative Adam Clayton Powell Jr. from the 22nd Congressional District, which included Harlem, believed the Bandung Conference would be "one of the most important
events of the twentieth century" and a chance for America to show its commitment to Brown v. Board of Education and a new racial order. Id. at 134. Richard Wright, an African-America writer who had immigrated to
Europe, attended the Conference and although he did not represent any government, he sensed it was beyond
traditional political culture and was instead a meeting of pure ideology and real people. Wright wrote about a
mechanic in Los Angeles who exhausted his and his wife's life savings, obtained press credentials and attended
the Conference because he was stirred by the premise of a meeting of all the colored nations on Earth. Id. at 135.
Paul Robeson, W.E.B. Dubois and Roy Wilkins supported the Conference, while Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
noted the vital link between race policies in America and international events. King pointed to events around the
world in such places as Asia and Africa as a sign of a new world order. Id.

n184 See generally HARGREAVES, supra note 175.

n185 The results of the Bandung Conference were summed up in its Final Communique. FINAL COMMUNIQUE OF THE ASIAN-AFRICAN CONFERENCE (Apr. 24, 1955),
http://www.iss.org.za/AF/RegOrg/unity_to_union/pdfs/asiaafrica/bandung55.pdf.. A new cultural consciousness
also arose among the attendees of the Bandung Conference, recognizing the shared history of colonial subordination. PLUMMER, supra note 131, at 253. See also Racing U.S. Foreign Policy, supra note 2, at 8.

n186 Pan-Africanism in the United States was bolstered when Malcolm X left the Nation of Islam and formed
the Organization of Afro-American Unity. Malcolm made a series of trips to Africa, endeavoring to enlist the
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